INTRODUCTION
The Faint Object Classi cation and Analysis System (FOCAS) is a suite of programs for automatically detecting, measuring, classifying, and cataloging objects in astronomical images (Jarvis and Tyson 1981 , Valdes 1982a , Valdes 1982b , Valdes 1989 , Valdes 1993 . The principle product of FOCAS is a catalog of positions, magnitudes, and classi cations. When there are multiple images of the same eld in the same or di erent passbands the objects in the individual image catalogs may be matched and the catalog entries linked to form a matched catalog. The matching of the individual catalogs is not a trivial process because the images may not be accurately or even closely registered, the objects may not appear in all catalogs due to noise, crowding, or color di erences, and when they do appear in all catalogs they will not necessarily have the same relative brightnesses. This paper describes the algorithms used to match FOCAS catalogs.
While the description, implementation, and examples of these algorithms are speci c to FOCAS the algorithms are not. In the most general sense the algorithms deal with matching two or more sets of two dimensional coordinates which are not the same but related through some coordinate transformation. The algorithms described here are not quite this general in that a third quantity is used that provides a fuzzy ordering of the points. In astronomical applications this is the relative brightness of the objects. FOCAS generally deals with similar images (i.e. taken with the same telescope and detector) and the object coordinates are in the image coordinate system of pixels. However, the algorithms are not restricted to image coordinates or even coordinates with the same units and scales. For example, the algorithms allow for matching a set of objects with image coordinates against a reference catalog of right ascension and declination.
The matching of individual catalogs consists of the following steps. First a subset of the brightest objects in each catalog are compared to nd matching objects; that is the { 4 { same astronomical objects as seen in each image. This step assumes that while the relative brightness ordering may not be the same and all objects may not be present in this subset, in general a bright object in one image will be a bright object in the other image and 25% or more objects are in common. The image coordinates of the matched objects in each catalog are used to derive a coordinate transformation between the catalogs. One catalog is chosen as providing the coordinate reference system and the transformations convert the image coordinates of the other catalogs to the same reference system. All objects in the catalogs are then assigned coordinates in the common reference coordinate system using the derived transformations. Finally, objects are matched by near coincidence in the reference coordinate system. When there are more than two catalogs additional individual catalogs are successively added to the previous set of matched catalogs. The nal result is a matched catalog which contains the objects from all of the individual image catalogs with links identifying which objects matched.
The reason for separating the catalog matching steps as described above is e ciency. The number of objects in a catalog can be extremely large. As discussed in this paper, determining the relationship between the coordinates in two catalogs is a pattern matching problem requiring the examination of many possible combinations of objects. This combinatoric aspect means that it is only practical to look at a small number of objects to nd the unknown relationship between the image coordinates. Once the basic relationship is known then matching objects reduces to considering only the local neighborhood of each object in the common coordinate system, which can be done e ciently on a large number of objects.
The ability to produce matched catalogs from individual image catalogs has been a part of FOCAS for many years. However, the step of identifying common objects in the catalogs was not automated and required users to do this interactively with an image display or to input the coordinate transformations derived in some other way. The common { 5 { bright object identi cation algorithm is the most recently implemented in FOCAS and involved the collaboration of all the authors of this paper. Using the algorithms described in this paper it is possible to entirely automate not only the matching of catalogs but all steps from initial detection of objects in a single image to forming a matched catalog of photometered and classi ed objects.
The following sections describe the algorithms used in each of the steps summarized above. Following the algorithm descriptions is an example of matching FOCAS catalogs with programs implementing these algorithms.
DETERMINING THE COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION

The Pattern Matching Problem
The rst step is to determine the coordinate transformation between the coordinates in two catalogs (in FOCAS these are the image pixel coordinates). The transformation we seek may include a scale change, rotation, translation, and inversion ( ip). This represents the typical relationship between astronomical images of the sky except for instrumental distortions. Minor distortions can be tolerated but we assume there are no severe distortions. Even when there are signi cant distortions, two images taken with the same instrument will have the same distortions which will then largely cancel out in most circumstances.
The coordinate transformation is obtained by nding a set of corresponding objects from the two catalogs and then computing the coe cients of the transformation by least squares. The rst part is a general pattern matching problem between lists of points in a two dimensional space. A number of algorithms have been proposed for this problem (see references in Murtagh 1992) . For our astronomical situation where we include the brightness of the objects, we use an intuitive approach mimicking what an astronomer does visually when matching images of the sky; namely to look for similar triangles among the brighter stars or galaxies. One might also include morphological similarity, such as using only classi ed stars or matching galaxies by appearance, but this is not done in our implementation.
This concept of nding corresponding objects using similar triangles has been described and implemented, independently, by Groth (1986) and Stetson (1989) . Their algorithms are similar in many ways and we were guided by the work of both authors. Given that our starting de nitions follow Stetson but that Groth describes his methods and results in more detail, we have organized this paper in sections similar to those of Groth in order to facilitate comparison of our algorithms with his. In our discussion we stress the signi cant new strategies as well as indicating areas of similarity.
The algorithm for nding a set of corresponding objects considers coordinate triangles formed from subsets of objects in each catalog. Objects in this case includes both stars and galaxies (though one could chose to select only stars if desired). The objects which are in common in the two catalogs will form many triangles which have the same shapes; shapes which are independent of scale, rotation, translation, and inversion. Non-common objects will only form a few chance triangles with the same shapes. Thus if one object in one catalog is part of many triangles that have the same shapes as triangles containing a particular object in the second catalog, the two objects will be identi ed as the same object regardless of the actual coordinate transformation between the catalogs.
One cannot actually look at all triangles from two catalogs because of the large combinatoric factors. Also the larger the subsets the greater the number of random triangle shape matches. So we make the assumption that the magnitudes of matching objects will be similar; i.e. the colors when using di erent passbands are not extreme in terms of many magnitudes so that a bright object in one image will also be a bright object in another image. Then we can take a subset of the brightest objects (which eliminates problems of spurious objects at the faint limits and numerous random triangle matches) and hope that within that set there will be a useful number of common objects. One parameter of the algorithm is N obj which de nes the number of the brightest objects to use from each catalog. Note that one can pre lter the catalogs to improve the odds of common objects based on some a priori knowledge. From this subset of objects all the triangle matches are found through the introduction of special coordinates that code the shape of the triangles.
The second part of solving for the coordinate transformation consists of tting coe cients in the desired transformation equations by least squares. An important and novel component of our algorithm is that the tting is iterated to reject misidenti ed object pairs leading to convergence to the true coordinate transformation and matching objects.
The algorithm has been implemented in FOCAS in the program mktransform. This program selects objects from FOCAS catalogs and computes the transformation from one catalog, called the target catalog to another catalog, called the reference catalog. The program then updates the target catalog object coordinates to the reference catalog coordinate system. Additional catalogs can be matched and transformed to the same reference coordinate system by using the same reference catalog.
Selecting The Points To Be Matched
From each catalog, the same number of the brightest objects is selected. In mktransform the brightest N obj single objects (FOCAS detects and separates merged objects) are extracted. In our implementation, as in Groth's, we select the same number of objects from the two catalogs, though the catalogs generally have a di erent number objects (i.e. N 1 6 = N 2 , with N 1 ; N 2 > N obj ). The algorithm does not require the two lists of { 8 { coordinates to be the same length. For typical workstations the number of objects which can be reasonably handled is in the range 20-100 though beyond about 40 the gains are minimal.
As noted earlier, the program allows additional lters to be applied to the catalogs to enhance the number of common objects. Unlike Groth we do not eliminate objects which are close together in the same catalog. The reason for this is that we can tolerate some misidenti cations and nearby objects will still lead to deriving a sensible coordinate transformation that can be used to sort out object mismatches and confusions between closely spaced objects.
Each catalog is read sequentially and objects which match a user speci ed lter are accepted; by default no ltering is applied. As each ltered object is read its instrumental brightness is compared against the N obj previous brightest objects. If it is fainter than any of those it is discarded otherwise it inserted in the sorted list and the faintest one is discarded. Note that only the relative brightness within the same catalog are relevant. This selection and ltering during the input requires only one pass through each catalog and only six arrays of length N obj for the two image coordinates and the brightness in each catalog.
Thus the memory requirement for this step is 2 3N obj 4 bytes = 24N obj bytes.
Generating Triangle Lists
The triangles formed from the two lists of selected objects are represented, following Stetson (1989) , as points in a two dimensional triangle space (x t ; y t ) de ned as:
x t = b=a; y t = c=a
(1) where a; b; c are the lengths of the triangle sides in decreasing order. A triplet of common objects in the two catalogs will appear in triangle space as two nearby points, independent of { 9 { scale, rotation, o set, and inversion between the original images. Fig. 1 shows schematically how the transformation to triangle coordinates is done starting from triplets of objects in the original images. The mapping of object triplets to triangle space is naturally restricted to the area inside the triangle shown in the gure.
The number of di erent triangles that can be generated from N obj coordinates is T = N obj (N obj ? 1)(N obj ? 2)=6. This can be a large number for even modest values of N obj implying large memory requirements and many calculations. Thus, if the number of parameters describing each triangle and the number of triangles considered can be reduced, a substantial decrease in memory and execution time can be obtained.
The triangles formed by the set of objects can be minimally described by ve quantities; the triangle space coordinates (x t ; y t ) and three indices identifying the three objects in the triangle. The use of indices allows linking to the array of image coordinates and brightnesses without reproducing these quantities for each of the many triangles containing a particular object.
The description of a triangle as a single point in triangle space and using two axes which are comparable (both are triangle length ratios) is simpler than Groth's description. Groth uses one length ratio and a vertex angle cosine as the primary description plus additional parameters dealing with position uncertainties, the handedness of the triangles, and the size of the triangles. His additional parameters allow rejection of mismatches at the expense of greater complexity and memory requirements.
The memory requirement in our description of the triangles requires only two four-byte words for the triangle length ratios and three two-byte words for the indices identifying the objects making up the triangle. Thus the total memory requirement, which includes the previously described object arrays, is 2 (12N obj + 14T) bytes which is essentially (28=6)N 3 obj bytes. This is at least a factor of three less than required by Groth's algorithm. are used to form the ratios b=a and c=a and these ratios de ne a two dimensional space.
Because of the ordering of the lengths the triangle coordinates will only occupy the indicated triangular region. Triangles from two images are matched when they are within a distance of each other in the triangle space.
{ 11 { An important optimization we found is to compute the distances between any two objects only once. Fig. 2 shows that two objects in a list de ne one of the sides of many triangles. By storing the lengths in an array indexed by the object indices, l i; j], the number of cartesian distances that must be computed is T 2 , much smaller than the T 3 distances that would be needed otherwise. The dynamically allocated array of lengths is of size N obj (N obj ? 1)=2. The lengths are only needed until the triangle space coordinates are computed for each triangle.
Following Groth, the triangles are restricted to those with the ratio (b=a) < 0:9 in order to reduce the number of false matches. This condition reduces the number of triangles considered for matching by about 1=4. This leads to slightly di erent numbers of triangles for each catalog; T 1 ; T 2 (3=4)T.
Matching Triangles
Triangles are matched when their separation in triangle space is less than a speci ed distance (see gure 1) where is a parameter of the algorithm. This is a simple matching criterion. In Groth's algorithm the matching space consists of a side ratio (as in our algorithm) and the cosine of a vertex angle. What makes his algorithm di erent is that the matching distance is variable and is derived from propagation of errors given a position precision in the original coordinates (assumed the same for all objects).
Computing and comparing the distance between triangles in triangle space is the most time-consuming step of the algorithm. A naive search requires comparing every triangle in one list against every triangle in the other list. This would require 
Reducing The Number of False Matches
One may extend the triangle space to eliminate mismatches. Two possible extensions are to include a normalized parameter related to the size of the triangle or brightnesses of the objects; say the triangle area, perimeter, or sum of brightnesses. The normalization might be the average of the quantity over all triangles in the list. This normalization makes the parameter scale independent. Similar triangles will then have similar values of the parameter. The idea is that these parameters will restrict matches such that larger triangles will only match with larger triangles and triangles of brighter objects will only match with triangles of brighter objects. This is intuitive and is certainly part of how a person recognizes matching triangles.
Though we mention these extensions, which we explored, we did not include them in our nal algorithm for the following reasons. First this increases the dimensionality of the space in which the matching is done requiring more computations per triangle in this most time consuming step. It also requires additional memory per triangle and additional matching tolerance parameters. The bene ts of this rejection of inappropriate triangle matches did not improve the nal result since mismatches still occur by chance and the { 14 { transformation computation step proved to be a powerful and su cient way to reject mismatched object pairs.
As noted previously, Groth's algorithm also matches triangles in a two dimensional space of length ratio and vertex angle. Following the matching, mismatches are identi ed by nding a magni cation and consistent handedness of the triangles. The magni cation is found iteratively from the distribution of perimeter ratios and the sense from the relative numbers of same sense and opposite sense triangle matches. This greatly reduces triangle mismatches. While Groth's algorithm does not determine and use a coordinate transformation between the two lists, his step of iteratively computing the magni cation and handedness in order to reject false triangle matches is much like using a coordinate transformation; this essentially determines the scale and inversion of the transformation. So in comparing our algorithm with his we both use something like an iterative rejection based on de ning a consistent coordinate transformation between the lists but Groth does this in rejecting triangles while we defer this to rejecting object pair assignments.
Assigning Matched Objects
Assigning candidate object matches between the two lists is based on the idea that when there are multiple common objects there will be an excess of matches between triangles containing corresponding objects. In other words an object from the rst list will be part of many of the same matched triangles as that of the corresponding object in the second list.
This can be quanti ed as follows. In a list of N obj objects, a particular object will be in N obj (N obj ? 1)=2 triangles. In an exactly matching second list there should be an object in { 15 { that list which is in exactly that many matching triangles that contain the corresponding object from the rst list. In practice the lists do not match exactly for various reasons and the actual number is less. However, it is hoped that the number will be signi cantly in excess of random triangle pairings. Groth showed that even with only 25% of the objects in common a valid matching of the objects could be obtained.
To count the number of triangles object i from list one has in common with object j from list two we de ne a vote array (as done by Groth and Stetson) of dimension N obj N obj initialized to zero. For each triangle matched each of the three objects in the triangle casts a vote by incrementing the appropriate i; j] element in the vote array. At the end of the voting the vote array will, hopefully, have large numbers at the i; j] elements which correspond to matching objects. Table 1 shows an example of a vote array.
The vote array is the input for matching pairs of objects from the two lists. There are a number of ways in which this may be done. Clearly the higher the vote for a pair the more likely the two objects are a true match. One way is to apply a threshold to the number of votes. One would like to tie this threshold to the expectations for the number of random false votes and the number of true pairs. Estimating these numbers is hard and depends on many parameters such as the input number of objects, the expected errors in the coordinates, the tolerances, and the degree of magnitude disorder in the input lists.
We tried using a 10% factor from the theoretical perfect vote (N obj (N obj ? 1)=2) and a fraction ( 0:5) of the highest actual vote cast for any pair. The latter is close to the criterion used by Groth. However, the number of matches produced varies greatly with variation of the parameters while the nal results after rejecting points during the coordinate transformation step remains essentially identical.
Because the iterative rejection based on the coordinate transformation calculation worked so well we adopted the simple expedient of taking the top N obj vote getters (which { 16 { would be the maximum in a perfect case) out of the N 2 obj combinations, without attempting to check for one object being assigned to multiple objects in the second list as done by Groth. This is another case of allowing some misidenti cations from a simpler criterion to be rejected by the iterative coordinate transformation step. Extracting the sorted N obj
candidates is e cient since we only have to keep a small list sorted while checking every element in the array. To avoid a bias the actual number of candidates may be larger than N obj when the lowest vote count occurs multiple times.
Rejecting False Matches and Computing the Coordinate Transformation
Our last step is to take the list of candidate object pairs and determine the image coordinate transformation that includes translation, rotation, scale change, and inversion. Since we are not guaranteed that the list has no mismatches and any mismatch is likely to be wildly wrong the algorithm must allow for rejection of such mismatches. The approach we adopted is to form a trial transformation to convert the coordinates from the target catalog to the reference catalog using the pairs with the highest likelihood of being correct. We select the six highest vote getters of the previous section; recall there are at least 20 pairs at this stage because N obj = 20. Six is chosen since there are six coe cients to be determined requiring at least three coordinate pairs and we arbitrarily chose twice this minimum. The transformation is applied to the selected points from the target catalog and compared with the supposed identi cation in the reference catalog. The comparison is by cartesian distance using the square of the distance to avoid taking square roots. Those deviating by some amount are rejected and a new transformation is computed. This process is iterated until no more objects are rejected. This is an iterative sigma clipping algorithm. It requires an estimate for the distribution of residuals, the positive valued square of the distances in our case, to de ne the clipping { 17 { point. One could specify the expected sigma based on estimates of the catalog coordinate uncertainties. Rather than add another parameter we approximate this from the data. A common way to do this is to use the RMS of the residuals. Because the distribution of outliers in this application is extreme, i.e. a mismatch could be anywhere in the coordinate space, the RMS will be strongly in uenced and so a di erent method is required. The distance squared residuals are sorted and the 60th percentile point is used as a sigma estimate for the random error distribution and all points greater than twice this (the clipping factor) are rejected.
The clipping algorithm currently used either accepts or rejects candidates at the derived clipping threshold. Stetson (1989) describes a variant algorithm that uses variable weights based on residuals to make the rejection criterion behave more smoothly; i.e. points are included with weights going continuously to zero at the threshold. Anyone implementing our algorithm might wish to consider this variant. This transformation is what has been used in FOCAS since it was developed. It might be more appropriate to use a transformation which is more speci cally described in terms of a scale change, rotation, o set, and inversion and does not include a shear. The algorithm could be easily modi ed for any transformation equation desired.
The transformation coe cients, A to F, are determined by least squares tting using the (x; y) image coordinates of objects in the target catalog which have been matched to objects in the reference catalog with (x 0 ; y 0 ) reference coordinates. The least-squares solution is obtained using the algorithm HFTI based on Householder transforms as described by { 18 { Lawson & Hanson(1974) . This least-squares method was used because it is robust and the code is available from the authors in their book. Any equivalent method for solving (2) and (3) may be used.
Equations 2 and 3 provide a general transformation. If this transformation is assumed to be generated by a combination of rotation, translation, inversion, and a change of scale of one of the coordinate systems then the resulting coe cients can be used to derive the scale, rotation angle, and o set. This interpretation generates two estimates for the scale and the rotation angle. If the individual scales and rotations disagree signi cantly it would indicate a shear of some kind which is unlikely in astronomical images; especially when they come from the same instrument.
The solution allows us to detect and correct for inversion between the two images. If the derived rotation angles disagree by 180 degrees it is indicative of an inversion. The output of the program, an example is given in gure 4, includes the RMS of the transformation between the nal list of matched objects, the transformation coe cients, and estimates of the o sets, scale change, rotation, and indication of any ip.
After the transformation converges the mktransform program goes through all objects in the input target catalog and computes reference coordinates from the image coordinates. These coordinates are then used by other programs, most notably the match program described below.
Program Requirements
The memory requirements were discussed previously. The amount of memory needed is dominated by the number of triangles and the number of quantities representing each triangle. For the default of N obj = 20 objects per catalog the memory requirement is of { 19 { order (28=6)N 3 obj = 32 Kbytes which is quite modest. Larger numbers of objects rapidly increase the memory requirement.
The execution time for mktransform on a SUN Sparc 10 workstation is of order a second or two with the default selection of the 20 brightest catalog objects; 20 objects generally gives a good solution. With the optimizations described here even 50 objects can be used to compute a solution in under a minute. This is to be compared to the non-automated approach for computing the transformation in FOCAS catalogs where the two images are displayed and the user selects three to ten common objects from each image with a cursor which are then located and agged in the catalogs. Another program then uses the selected catalog objects to compute the transformation equations 2 and 3 and set the reference coordinates. This often is less satisfactory because the users selects a smaller number of common objects and is much slower, usually requiring ten minutes or more. Furthermore, the interactive approach is not suited to batch processing.
MATCHING CATALOGS BY REFERENCE COORDINATES
After applying mktransform all objects in the individual image catalogs have coordinates in a common reference coordinate system. This section describes how the objects are matched from the di erent catalogs based on proximity in the reference coordinate system. In outline, the cartesian distance between objects from di erent catalogs is computed and the ones with the smallest separation, within a user speci ed matching error radius (the default is three pixels), are linked together in a matched catalog. A matched catalog is a merging of the separate catalogs preserving all the individual information on each object and image but with links between the objects included. In the following the word "catalog" refers to a single image catalog and the merged catalog is { 20 { referred to as a "matched catalog".
The challenges are to do the matching e ciently in terms of memory (since the catalogs may be quite large), to allow for errors in the coordinates due to noise and inaccuracies in the coordinate transformations, and to allow for missing objects or situations where two close objects are separated in one catalog but appear as a single object in another catalog. Also when there are more than two catalogs there may be various combinations of matches and non-matches.
A matched catalog is built up by successively adding new catalogs rather than simultaneously considering all objects. This minimizes the complexity and amount of memory required and also modularizes the program. The FOCAS program that implements this algorithm is called match.
Sorting the Input Catalogs
The rst step before adding a catalog to a matched catalog is to sort the objects in the catalog by one of the coordinates. As discussed below the matched catalog is always in sort order. Sorting the catalog entries allows matching objects using a scrolling window of nite width. For FOCAS the y coordinate is used since objects are detected and cataloged by scanning through the image in this order. Thus, the input catalogs tend to be approximately ordered in this coordinate and the sorting can be done more e ciently.
The sorting is done by reading blocks of 3000 objects into a linked list which is continuously relinked in sort order as each object is read. The linked list is a list of object entries with a pointer from one object to the next object in the desired order. Since each object consists of a complex record of various measurements it is more e cient to change the pointers between object records than to physically sort the object records in memory.
{ 21 { As a new object is read the links are followed until the point where the new object has a coordinate between two previous objects is found and then the pointer from the rst object is changed to the new object and the pointer from the new object is set to point to the second object. Because the input objects are approximately sorted the traversal of the links can be optimized by starting from the point at which the last entry was added rather than at the beginning.
The sorted blocks of objects are written to a sequence of temporary sorted subcatalogs. The subcatalogs are then merged by reading one object for each subcatalog and outputing the lowest in sort order to another temporary catalog and replacing the object just output by the next object from the appropriate subcatalog. Finally the temporary subcatalogs are deleted and the temporary sorted catalog is used as input for the matching. As this catalog is read during the matching step any merged objects are skipped; in FOCAS both the original merged objects and the separated objects are kept in the individual catalogs but not in the matched catalogs.
Matching the Input Objects into a Matched Catalog
When the rst catalog is added to a new matched catalog it is simply a matter of copying the catalog header and objects. When further catalogs are added, the current matched catalog and the new catalog are used as input. Since the nal result of adding a new catalog to the matched catalog updates the matched catalog, a temporary matched catalog is produced as output which then replaces the original matched catalog at the end of the matching.
A scrolling bu er of 1000 sorted entries from the matched catalog is read into memory and a check is made that the y range is greater than the error radius allowed for a pair of coordinates to match. The y range of objects will be limited since the matched catalog is { 22 { maintained in a y sorted order by the nature of this algorithm and the input catalogs are sorted as described previously. As each object from the input single catalog is read all sets of matched objects in the bu er which have a maximum y (over all objects linked together as matches) less than the y of the object minus the matching distance can be written out as complete and the bu er elements replaced by further input from the current catalogs. The bu ers are circular so that there is never any need to shift object entries in the bu ers.
Each input object to be matched is compared with all objects in the matched catalog bu er to nd the minimum distance to any object. Note that when a matched catalog entry consists of two or more objects all the objects in the entry are considered rather than some average position. The input object is linked with the minimum distance match found if it is within the allowed error distance otherwise the object is written out to a temporary no match catalog. If an object is linked to objects from previous catalogs this does not mean the match is nished since another input object may match with a smaller distance. If this happens then the previous object from the catalog being matched is unlinked and recompared with all other sets of matched objects for the next best match. After going through all objects in the input matched catalog and single image catalog the result is two temporary catalogs of matched and unmatched objects. These two are merged back to a complete matched catalog with the original input name and preserving the y sorting. All temporary les are nally deleted.
The matching of more than two catalogs in a cumulative manner raises di cult issues of dependencies on the order of adding catalogs and on identifying possible overlapping subgroupings. An important point is whether new objects are positionally compared to an average position for the previously matched objects or not. The former approach is strongly dependent on the order in which the catalogs are matched while our approach of considering all objects is much more weakly dependent. In particular, if we ignore cases where a new object has a choice between more than one previous matched group our method is order { 23 { independent.
A limitation of the algorithm is that previously matched objects are never unlinked and rematched with the addition of a new catalog. This has the consequence that an object in one match may later be closer to an element of a di erent group than to any of the members of its current group. In this sense there can be some dependence on the order in which catalogs are added.
The algorithm given here will generate the largest single group for matched objects where subelements may not be within the matching distance but where all subelements are within that distance of at least one other object. Users may identify such possible loose groupings by a weight parameter which is calculated based on all the interobject distances.
In our experience the above concerns are not important in practice. Often the applications consists of only pairs of catalogs where they do not apply. The problems occur with three or more catalogs and become likely only in very crowded situations such as encountered in dealing with crowded stellar elds. FOCAS was not designed or intended for this type of data.
The matching of more than two catalogs, particularly with a much larger number than two, forms a separate eld in computer science with complex algorithms. These are very intensive grouping or clustering methods that involve large combinatoric factors. For the purpose of FOCAS the rare possibilities of confusion does not warrant the much greater complexity of such algorithms.
Program Requirements
The match program actually implements the catalog sorting step described above by spawning a separate program. This allows the catalog sorting program, catsort, to be { 24 { used separately if desired and to provides other sorting keys than the y coordinate.
The memory requirement for catsort is set by the size of the sorting blocks. For 3000 objects, where each FOCAS object record is 0.164 Kbytes, the memory needed is of order 3000 0:164 = 492 Kbytes. A maximum of 17 temporary les are provided which allows sorting catalogs with up to 51000 objects. These numbers can be adjusted if needed for even larger catalogs. The execution time depends on the number of objects in each catalog and disk access speed to read and write catalog les. On a Sparc 10 the execution time is of order three seconds for catalogs of 1000 objects.
The memory requirement for matching the objects is larger than one might rst think with a bu er size of 1000 entries from the matched catalog and the input catalog being added. This is because each individual object record is of size 0.164 Kbytes and the matched catalog may contain entries which link up to eight objects from separate catalogs. Thus the total bu er memory requirement is 9 1000 0:164 = 1476 Kbytes. Execution time depends on the number of objects in the individual catalogs and the number of catalogs being matched. On a Sun Sparc 10 matching just two catalogs the execution time is of order 15 seconds per 1000 catalog objects.
EXAMPLE
Two Images with Shift, Rotation, and Inversion
In this section we demonstrate the algorithms, as implemented in the FOCAS programs mktransform and match, using two very deep images of the South Galactic Pole. The images, shown in gure 3, are J and R band exposures taken with the CTIO 4-meter telescope (described further in Physics Today, 1987) . They are part of a publicly available standard test image suite (Murtagh and Warmels, 1989) . The archived images { 25 { are registered, so for the purpose of this example the R band image was arti cially ipped in Y, rotated by ve degrees about a point slightly o set from the center of the image. The two images were then trimmed by the same amount in order to remove the portions of the shifted and rotated image for which there is no data. The resulting images are 195x421 pixels. Below we compare the introduced transformation against that recovered by mktransform.
MKTRANSFORM
The objects in the images are rst cataloged by FOCAS to form two catalogs sgp1.cat and sgp2.cat. Mktransform is used to derive the coordinate transformation between the cataloged image (pixel) positions in the two images. We chose sgp1.cat to be the reference catalog and nd the transformation that converts the image coordinates from sgp2.cat to this reference. Figure 4 shows the usage information (produced in all FOCAS commands with the caret argument) and the terminal output from applying the program to the two catalogs. For comparison 5 gives the expected output based on the known transformation introduced in the sgp2 image.
The rst step of selecting the 20 brightest objects in each catalog (the default value of N obj for this program) is illustrated in the rst two panels of gure 3. From these objects 896 triangles are formed from the rst catalog and 867 from the second catalog; recall that triangles with (b=a) > 0:9 are eliminated. The matching triangles, as represented by points in triangle space, are found using the default distance = 0:002. In this example 275 matching triangles are found.
Each triangle match suggests a correspondence between three pairs of stars. The vote array gives the number of times each star, as identi ed by the list index number ordered by brightness, in one catalog has a correspondence with a star in the second catalog. The The transformation matrix and reference coordinates are set in the target catalog. If the same 20 objects were in each list and only the triangles made from corresponding triplets of objects are matched, the number of triangles that have each of these stars in one of their vertices would be (N obj ? 1)(N obj ? 2)=2 = 171. However, in this example only 13 of the objects are in common between the two lists due to magnitude and edge di erences. This would lead us to expect 66 votes for each pair of objects. Due to centering di erences the actual number of matches, shown in bold type, range between 18 and 53. The point is that there is a clear di erence between stars which match many times and a random level of chance matches. Because the star numbers are magnitude sorted one can also see a general diagonal trend but color di erences are also apparent.
As discussed earlier, it is not always as clear as this example where to divide the vote array values between good candidate identi cations and random matches. We chose to select the N obj highest values as tentative object matches. In this case 21 object identi cations are selected consisting of those with six or higher votes which are marked in the table by bold or italic fonts. There are 21 candidates selected because there are two cases with six votes.
The iterative rejection step uses the 12 best candidates to determine the initial coordinate transformation and then rejects and re ts object pairs that do not transform near each other. The algorithm readily nds that only 13 of the 21 candidate pairings are consistent and the best transformation yields an RMS pixel position di erence of 0.39 pixels. One should interpret this in light of the fact that the input coordinates used by the program are integer pixels only and are based on the center of the 3x3 box having the highest ux. 
MATCH
The two catalogs are matched to form the matched catalog sgp.mcat using the command shown in gure 6. The gure also shows the usage information and the terminal output from running the program. The matching takes approximately nine seconds on a SUN Sparc 10 where the input catalogs contain 522 and 645 objects respectively.
Statistical measures of the matching are di cult to present and interpret because the large number of faint objects near the limit of the data and edge objects bias the matching percentages. Thus the results need to be presented by magnitude and spatial position. The eye is very good at this type of discrimination if the matched objects are marked on one of the images. One should see all the obvious objects marked with no pattern of matching density across the eld. In gure 3 we see that the matching worked very well. The missing match in the bright galaxy in the eld (the small box is missing) is due to a di erence in centroid position in this extended galaxy which exceeds the default three pixel error radius.
CONCLUSION
We have presented algorithms that automate the task of matching objects from multiple FOCAS catalogs where the objects have similar though not identical brightnesses and possibly di ering image coordinates; i.e. the catalogs are derived from unregistered though overlapping images. These algorithms have been implemented in FOCAS as illustrated in { 31 { the example. However, the algorithms are general and may be used to good e ect in any software dealing with the problem of matching lists of coordinates.
We studied and optimized the algorithms in terms of memory requirements and execution time. These algorithms work on catalogs of arbitrary size and produce matched catalogs with little e ort and time. Two catalogs of roughly 1000 objects can be automatically matched in a few minutes on typical small workstations.
The triangle matching algorithm de ning the coordinate transformation between the lists is the most novel one described. The concept and aspects of the algorithm are similar to those of Groth (1986) and Stetson (1989) in that they are based on the identi cation of similar triangles. However, our algorithm di ers from the one o ered by Groth and Stetson in several ways. In broadest terms our algorithm uses just a simple matching of triangles with two parameters and tolerates more mismatches in the list of candidate object identi cations which are then weeded out in an iterative solution for the coordinate transformation between the two input lists. Groth's algorithm uses more parameters and greater complexity in deriving the set of candidate matched objects between the lists with the goal of eliminating mismatches before consideration of the coordinate relationship between the two lists or catalogs.
Though deriving a coordinate transformation was not an explicit part of Groth's algorithm (it was noted that the nal list of matched objects could be used for this purpose), a step in his algorithm which eliminates many triangle mismatches can be considered, in a way, equivalent to using a iterative coordinate transformation and rejection. In either case it is an important element of each algorithm to reject mismatches derived from similar triangles based on coordinate consistency.
Another point to note about the di erences with the Groth algorithm is his iteration of the derived set of matched objects back to the triangle generation step until all objects { 32 { either remain matched or all points are rejected. We do not include this procedure since there are no rejection steps prior to the last step which, therefore, yields the same matched points that already survived the iterative transformation and rejection step.
The Faint Object Classi cation and Analysis System is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories (NOAO) at no fee. The software is currently available for Unix host computers. For information on obtaining FOCAS, which includes the algorithms described in this paper, send electronic mail to iraf@noao.edu or postal mail to the Central Computer Services of NOAO.
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